j=l i=l since 1 -at < 1 and 1 uil < 1. For some specific E, ,..., E, the expectation is not exceeded and /El 24, + '.' '3 &,U, -u / < n"*.
The theorem quickly follows. A linear algebra argument yields a, ,..., a, satisfying a r 24 r + . . . + a,,,~,,, =0 such that all lail < 1 and ai= +l for all but at most n i's. Reordering vectors for convenience we have w+ + . ..+~.u,+E,+~u,+,+'..+E,u,=~, where si = f 1 and (ai( < 1. The lemma gives s, ,,.., s, so that 1 E, u1 + 0-a +E,U,I=I(a,u,+...+a,u,)--(&,U,+...+&,U,)I < ,I'*.
